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What is a shared library? 

 A library on Linux refers to collections of data and programming code that is used in software 
programs. 

 These software libraries are shared amongst the various software programs/packages.  

 These shared libraries are software collections that are loaded by programs when the programs start 
and are necessary for the programs to work correctly. 

Thus, a "shared library" is a collection of data & programming code that are shared amongst various 
programs and needed in order for the programs to load and work correctly. 
 
Two types of shared libraries: 
1) Dynamic - exist as files on Linux system. Loaded by program as needed. 
2) Static - integrated into the program code, when compiled. 
 
Managing "shared libraries" is actually managing "shared dynamic libraries." 
 
 
Identify Shared Libraries 
View all current shared libraries:  ldconfig  -p 
View a particular program file's shared library(ies):  ldd  /location/filename 
Example:  ldd  /sbin/fdisk 
 
 
Identify current or add additional Library Locations: 
Typical Locations of System Libraries 
1. /lib 
2. /usr/lib 
 
Similar to the $PATH variable, shared libraries have a library path. 
The library path: 

 automatically includes /lib and /usr/lib, 

 directories listed in the library cache, and 

 adds any directories in LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
 
Set in:  

 /etc/ld.so.conf  
o for permanent changes 
o used for updating library cache 
o contains either: 

 lines of directory names where shared libraries are located OR 

 an "include" statement, which contains files to be included as if they were part of 
this file (and these files then have the shared library location directories in them). 

o Note: Does not contain /lib nor /usr/lib (they are assumed to be library locations) 
o Must run ldconfig command to update library cache after changing file(s). 

 LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
o for temporary changes 
o only set to the additional directories to search for libraries 
o define and use export on it. 

 


